In July, the newest members of the MPI family made the move to their respective sites, marking the 2013-2014 team of Program Directors as MPI's tenth group! Representing 20 different universities, this exceptional team is a great example of the many ways MPI has grown over the past ten years. We are excited to see what our tenth year brings and look forward to celebrating this huge milestone with all of you.

Help us welcome the 2013-2014 group by visiting our Facebook page and letting them know how excited we are to have them in the MPI family.

Meet MPI Nicaragua 2013-2014

MPI Nicaragua is an energetic bunch. They have already started to leave their mark in Nicaragua, starting new programs and expanding existing ones. Meet them here!

Meet MPI Ecuador 2013-2014

MPI Ecuador hit the ground running. If the first month is any indication, it is going to be a great year in Ecuador. Learn more about this year's team.

Guatemala Update

This year, given the number of committed Program Directors (PDs), MPI made the strategic decision to not send a group of PDs to Guatemala. While the site will look different, we will still host Spring Break volunteers and Summer interns. For more info email us or click here.

Four New Board Members

Four MPI Alumni have joined MPI's Board of Directors. Join us in welcoming Mary Rose Connolly (Nica '09), Erin Duncan Topel (Nica '08), Dunc Fulton (Ecuador '08), and Fiona Turett (Nica '12). Meet them here.

Nicaragua's New Country Director

Christina Palazzo joined MPI Nicaragua in May. Christina brings extensive experience in the non-profit sector, including two years working with the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education in Nicaragua. Read her full bio here.
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